
Twitter

**About Twitter**

Twitter app enables users to access the most popular short message platform even on the move.

They can read tweets from other users, create tweets themselves and stay always well informed

about current news and events. 

Twitter is one of the most popular social networks in the world. With the help of Twitter app you

can read tweets from other users or write short messages with maximum 140 characters also on

your smartphone and tablet. With Twitter you are always well informed about all important news

and stay up to date with current events or stories by which people are affected. 

**Twitter – features:**

-	Twitter to go: With Twitter app you can use all normal features of Twitter on your smartphone

and tablet. The app follows the same principle as the web version of Twitter: You can write short

messages, so called tweets, which are limited to only 140 characters. Tweets inform you quickly

and precisely about the most important news and events. On Twitter you see what happens in the

world right now. Twitter informs you not only about current news from sports and politics but also

about large events or much discussed topics. Tweet, retweet and follow other Twitter users to be

always well informed about all their tweets. With Twitter app all notifications are shown on your

smartphone or tablet in a matter of second. 

-	Photos, videos and GIFs: You cannot only write short messages but also post GIFs or videos on

Twitter. It is also possible to share photos on Twitter which can be embellished by special

stickers. 

-	Hash tag: The hash tag (#) is one of the most important things on Twitter. With the help of the

hash tag you can e.g. categorize tweets or highlight certain terms. The search function enables

you to see all tweets to a particular hash tag. Use a hash tag and participate in discussions or

conversations. 

Conclusion: Twitter is not only popular with individuals but also with larger companies, politicians

or stars. With the help of the app you stay always well informed about current news from sport,

politics or entertainment and can experience current discussions at first hand. Since you can

create your very own news feed on Twitter, you only receive news which really interest you and

move you. 


